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88 Royal Dutch Shel l Group : Catalys t Events and 
Environmenta ll  Alignmen t 

Thee Royal Dutch/Shell Group84 is the first company to be examined in the case study for-
mat;; it has operations in more than 145 countries and employs more than 115,000 people 
(Shell,, 2002a). In 1907, the company emerged from an alliance between Royal Dutch Pe-
troleumm Company and the 'Shell' Transport and Trading Company. The two parent com-
paniess merged their interests on a 60:40 basis, while keeping their separate identities. 
Duee to its dual structure, the company has two home country origins and regulatory con-
texts:: the Netherlands and the UK.85 Although both countries are part of the European 
context,, the emphasis in their environmental regimes differs. The Dutch context is known 
ass an open, consensus-oriented regime, where regulation is based on discussions with 
mainn stakeholders. The UK context is characterised as a more closed but flexible system: 
aimedd at 'pragmatist compromise' (see, e.g., Lahusen, 2000; Andrews, 1994). 

Duringg its existence of almost a century, Shell's activities have often been the sub-
jectt of debate. In the 1980s, Shell declared itself to be against Apartheid but continued its 
operationss in South Africa notwithstanding the United Nations boycott. According to 
Shell,, discontinuity of operations would not change the regime and would make its work-
erss worse off. In the mid-1990s, reputation challenges appeared with the sinking of the 
Brentt Spar in the North East Atlantic and Shell's involvement in Nigeria. In the second half 
off the 1990s, the company thus engaged in multiple efforts to improve its reputation, 
strategyy and structure. In 2004, Shell's reputation became severely disputed again in rela-
tionn to the calculation of its reserves. The follow-up of this dispute resulted in a discussion 
off Shell's overall management structure and procedures, and affected the group's public 
reputation.. With regard to environmental alignment, the company's change in strategy 
leadss to questions about its embeddedness in the organisational structure: how far does 
thee effect of the public eye go? 

8.11 Strateg y and structur e 

Regardingg strategy, Shell transformed itself from an inward-looking to an outward-looking, 
openn company in the period 1990-2002. 'Brent Spar' and 'Nigeria' formed the culmination 
off allegations of arrogance and introvertiveness; they accelerated Shell's plans for 'Trans-
formation',, as the reorganisation is called (see, e.g., Corzine, 1998a). The replacement 

844 The name Shell refers to the jewellery boxes made of seashells sold at Victorian seaside resorts by the fa-
therr of Marcus Samuel, the London merchant who started Shell in 1892, to break the grip of Standard Oil on 
thee kerosene market. In honour of his father, Samuel named his new venture Shell (Yergin, 1991). 
866 In October 2004, Shell proposed to their shareholders the unification of the companies under a single par-
entt company, Royal Dutch Shell p!c, to be incorporated in the UK and headquartered and tax resident in the 
Netherlands.. Further reforms in management and governance structure were also planned. The completion of 
thee unification process was set for May 2005 (Shell press release, 28 October 2004). 
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ratee of reserves, increased return on investments, the bureaucratic/-hierarchical manage-
mentt structure, the corporate identity, (further) employment and cost reductions and the 
globall opportunities for new assets all became included in the process. Stimulated by the 
chairmann of the Committee of Managing Directors (CMD)86 (Herkstroter) and the integra-
tionn of Shell Oil, the American influence on the company, Shell's strategic focus remained 
onn the replacement of oil and gas reserves and cost reductions but gas and renewable 
energy877 were included as new core components. Fossil fuels were to be the main prod-
uctss of the company for at least 30 more years, and, while Shell wanted to reduce the 
carbonn content of those, it also aimed to grow in hydrogen and renewables (Shell, 
2000a).. In addition, technological capabilities and the development of contractual ar-
rangementss with major resource-holding countries were important foci. The opening-up of 
Easternn European countries and Russia, plus the privatisation of economies, were consid-
eredd as opportunities in this regard, especially because of the improvements in the legisla-
tivee climates involved. By 2003, this culminated in a large new project in Sakhalin88, Rus-
sia.. The project is considered to be a promising new venture but includes a complicated 
environmentt as well. 

Byy 2000, Shell included both economic as well as environmental responsibility as 
itss strategic aims: "Being trusted to meet societal expectations is key to long term suc-
cess"" (Shell, 2000:20). Environmental issues were now an official part of the general 
strategy.. In the capabilities for success, emphasis was also placed on technological crea-
tivity,, the strength of the brand, international presence, and reputation. Although sector 
analystss quite frequently pointed out that Shell's position is declining versus other compa-
niess in terms of returns on investment and exploration success, the company's strategic 
focuss was to be a world leader in both energy and petrochemicals (Shell, 2002a). 
Inn comparison with other companies, Shell scored high for internationalisation, especially 
inn 1990. For vertical integration, Shell had a score (42.1) close to the sector average for 
2002.. The company showed a slightly increasing degree of vertical integration over the 
years. . 

Regardingg structure, Shell has always been characterised by its two parent com-
panies.. According to Corzine (1998b), the dual structure was an unconsummated merger 
betweenn Dutch engineers and marketing-minded British businessmen around which in-
formall corporate governance bodies have emerged. Further, Shell's position was extraor-
dinaryy because it did not take part in the merger wave at the end of the 1990s. The com-
panyy did consider mergers with several companies but claimed that the return on the 
mergerr investment would not have outbalanced its costs. The effect is that Shell is pres-
entlyy one of three or four enormous companies in the sector instead of second largest in 
thee sector. Although chairman Moody Stuart criticised the idea that new large competitors 
wouldd threaten Shell's and Exxon's position in the sense that "competition has always 

866 Until 2004, Shell did not have a CEO but a chairman of the CMD, which is composed of the business lead-
erss the CF0 and the chairman; the last is primus inter parus. 
877 in 1998, Shell decided to invest US$500 million in renewable energy. This is considered to be too little by 
environmentall activists (Greenpeace: 'Only 0,4% of annual turnover', 1998) but is in fact more than other, 
similarr companies openly claimed to invest 
BBB The investments of US$10 billion made Shell the largest direct foreign investor in Russia. The possibilities 
off entrance to both the energy market in the Far East and the Japanese and Chinese market by (long-
distance)) pipelines increased the attractiveness of the project. 
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beenn total" (quoted in Halberstadt, 1998), the combination of assets by the other compa-
niess is not necessarily in Shell's advantage. 

Duringg the period 1990-2002, Shell's organisational structure changed profoundly. 
Fromm a matrix structure with seven to eight management layers, Shell reformed itself into a 
companyy based on four business units, building on product divisions with three manage-
mentt layers. Until 1995, Shell's organisational structure was a matrix of regional, functional 
andd business sector organisations with an emphasis on country origin. In the reorganisa-
tionn process, management became more centralised into a "simpler, more flexible, less 
costly"" format (Shell, 1995:14) and the independent position of Shell Oil US (which ac-
countedd for 25% of worldwide turnover in 1999) was ended. Previously, the company only 
exchangedd research and technical information with the services group, but in 1999, its 
investmentt authority was redirected to the corporate offices (Corzine and Durgin, 1999). 
Thee official autonomy of each of the Shell companies was always a characteristic of the 
companyy and was claimed to remain in the new structure. However, even though the 
companyy considered its corporate centers in London and The Hague to be small, the 
trendd for centralisation spoke from the reorganisation; the system of 'checks and bal-
ances'' was overtaken by the ICT revolution and possibilities of virtual meetings (president 
andd managing director Van den Bergh, quoted in Often and Westerwoudt, 1999). In 
2003,, E&P implemented a complete restructuring of its central offices into five regional 
headquarters. . 

Althoughh Shell considered itself a relatively decentralised company, it is perceived 
byy others in the industry to be relatively centralised with a strong corporate centre. The 
independencee of Shell's companies is mostly considered to be a legal matter. In our sam-
ple,, Shell turned out to be the most centralised company for 1990; although by 2002, a 
clearr decentralising trend for its majority-owned affiliates (which culminated in 1995 but 
continuedd until 2002) clearly changed this position. For its minority-owned affiliates, Shell 
changedd its pattern from being most centralised to almost most decentralised. This is con-
traryy to the European pattern for minority-owned affiliates, but confirms the statement that 
Shelll became more cooperative in its arrangements. On the other hand, Shell's ratio of 
minority/majorityy owned affiliates decreased over the years 1990-1995 from 0.36 to 0.30. 
Thiss trend is not only nearly the opposite of the average trend in the sector (0.31 and 
0.35,, respectively); it also contrasts with the statement that Shell was cooperating more, 
ass far as minority holdings were concerned. 

8.22 Reputatio n issue s 

Inn the mid-1990s, several reputation incidents seemed to overwhelm Shell. Reputation 
damagee and losses in income were the result. In Germany, for example, a massive boycott 
off Shell filling stations was organised, and Shell employees were attacked when entering 
theirr offices; according to Shell, two fillings stations burnt down after bomb attacks. Al-
thoughh the sinking of Brent Spar (see Box 8A) and the situation in Nigeria (see Box 8B) 
weree of a completely different nature and complexity, Shell was emotionally way off target 
inn relation to public opinion. 
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Boxx 8A- The Bren t Spar controvers y 
Thee Brent Spar was a North Sea storage buoy that served as a holding vessel for offshore tanker loading. 

Functioningg since 1976, it was decommissioned in 1991. After extensive investigation Shell decided to 

sinkk it in the deep Atlantic. After UK government permission was given, the plan was announced in Febru-

aryy 1995 (Howarth, 1997). However, Brent Spar turned out to be an issue full of emotions, not a techno-

logicall issue only. In April 1995, Greenpeace activists boarded the buoy to protest at the method of dis-

posall and the environmental consequences, As a result, massive protests arose all over Europe. According 

too Shell (1998b:41) "many false allegations were made but these were difficult to rebut in the highly 

chargedd atmosphere of confrontation". Shell stations were attacked, 50 were damaged, two fire-bombed 

andd one was hit by bullets {Shell, 1998b); Shell sales went down. After 51 days, Shell announced that, 

despitee the public support of the UK Prime Minister and the UK government, it had changed its plans. 

Greenpeacee later admitted that their assertions regarding the volume of potentially toxic waste remaining 

onn the buoy had been incorrect [an overestimation by a factor of 50]. Shell on its side admitted that it had 

misinterpretedd the public view of disposal in deep sea: 

—— W e learned in 1995 that we need to have greater external focus if we are to create 

betterbetter acceptance of the Group's business among varied audiences' (Shell, 1995:2). 

—— [The Brent Spar] 'affair shows that scrupulous compliance with regulatory requirements and ex-

pert,pert, professional competence in technical matters is not quite enough. Listening to public opin-

ionion matters to' (Shell, 1996:23). 

—— 'The Spar is unique in itself, and has a unique history and reputation. But we consider the princi-

plesples and lessons of conducting a public dialogue early will remain and be applied as a routine 

wayway of doing business' (Shell, 1996:24). 

Interestinglyy enough, the Brent Spar was owned by a JV of Shell and Exxon, operated by Shell. However, 

Exxonn remained completely out of sight in the discussion. In the end, the steel of the Brent Spar has been 

slicedd into pieces to be used as ferry quayside in Norway. According to May, Da Vinha and Zaidenweber 

(1999),, this solution was 34 million pounds more expensive than the original deep sea option, not to men-

tionn the costs of reputation loss. Furthermore, the Oslo-Paris Commission' ministerial conference held in 

1998,, banned the dumping of platforms in the North Sea and North-East Atlantic, with exceptions for 

heavyy concrete installations. Another effect is seen in Phillips Petroleum's removal plan for the Ecofisk in-

stallationss in the North Sea, the abandonment of which is one of the most comprehensive in the world 

(Sköld,, 1999). Other offshore installations have been recycled upon decommissioning as well, such as 

Shell'ss K11 oil platform with 98%. 
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Boxx 8B-1 - Shel l in Nigeri a 

Petroleumm exploration in African Nigeria, a British colony until 1960, started at the beginning of the 20* cen-

tury.. By 2003, Nigeria was the fifth largest producer in OPEC and the largest in Africa; the interest of oil 

companiess in the Niger Delta clearly lies in the large quantity of reserves. In the last decades, the ecologi-

callyy sensitive Niger Delta has witnessed considerable violence and casualties. The complicated conflict is a 

continuancee of rock bottoms, one of them being the execution of Ken Saro Wiwa, the Ogoni people's main 

spokesmann and eight other leaders in November 1995. Named as contributing to the conflict are: neglect 

byy the government and the companies; unemployment; military rule; presence of minority groups; the struc-

turee of Nigerian federalism specifically relating to finance; and factors relating to monetary compensation to 

oil-bearingg communities (see, e.g., Ibeanu, 2000). Long-term ecological problems result from large or re-

peatedd spills and leaks due to oil production, though deforestation is a significant issue as well (World 

Bank,, 1995). Other major environmental problems in the region result from gas flaring and discharge. 

Thee main point of debate regarding companies' involvement in the conflict is how far their responsi-

bilityy stretches. Significant challenges have been facing companies operating in Nigeria: among them are 

corruption,, military dictatorships and government inability to provide basic development. The main allega-

tionss against the companies concern human rights issues, flaring and environmental impacts relating to 

leakss and spills. Shell's role was one of the most prominent because of its long presence (since 1938) and 

largee share in the operations: some 40% of Nigerian oil exports. In its operations, the government owned 

55%% while Shell's Nigerian subsidiary (SPDC) owned 30%. The other shareholders are French Elf with 

10%% and Italian Agip with 5%. Shell is the operator and made the day-to-day decisions (Howarth, 1997). 

Concerningg human rights issues, Shell claims to have spoken out publicly and privately about hu-

mann rights issues on a number of occasions; in addition, it is acknowledged in 1996 by Amnesty Interna-

tionall to be the only transnational company that did all it could to uphold human rights (Shell website, July 

2003).. But Shell also responded to its worldwide condemnation by the statement that business should not 

intervenee in politics, which led to a worldwide debate on the ethical responsibilities of companies. Under 

pressuree from Ogoni violence, Shell was forced to pull out of Ogoniland in January 1993 (4% of its produc-

tion),, because it could no longer guarantee the safety of its staff. On the one hand, Shell's view is that ex-

tensivee vandalism of flow stations and equipment has taken place ever since and that at least US $50 mil-

lionn would be needed before production could be resumed (Detheridge and Pepple, 1998:485). Consider-

ingg this investment, the priority of the project ranks low. On the other hand, Shell has re-invented its busi-

nesss principles in line with sustainable development and it has committed itself to stakeholder engagement 

att a level unthinkable in 1995. A return to Ogoniland would then be a symbol of its implementation. How-

ever,, the still little trust between the Ogoni people and their organization and the company remains a barrier 

(Boele,, Fabig and Wheeler, 2000:2). Shell stated that it cannot dictate the amount of revenues returned to 

thee oil producing areas by the government; the company can only make it views known; any future resump-

tionn of the production is contingent on support of all Ogonis (Shell website, July 2003, Detheridge and 

Pepple,, 1998), By 2002, the relationship with the Ogoni people had not been re-established; Shell was still 

consideredd persona non grata but claimed to continue its attempts for dialogue as well as its activities to 

makee safe the facilities left behind (SPDC, 2002). However, the Group faced charges of direct and indirect 

participationn in human rights violations committed in Nigeria; in 2000, it was ruled that the companies could 

bee hauled into a federal court in New York City (BATE, 2000b). 

Withh regard to environmental damage, Shell was severely criticised for spills, leaks and flaring. In Nigeria, 

pipeliness used to criss-cross villages and land which made them easily accessible and vulnerable. Accord-

ingg to Ibeanu (2000), the main cause of the spillage lies in the old age of many pipelines and their prone-

nesss to failure. According to Shell statistics, 69% of all spills in Ogoni between 1989 and 1994 were re-

cordedd as resulting continued next page 
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Boxx 8B (continued ) Shel l in Nigeri a 

fromm active sabotage, in comparison to 28% for the rest of the Delta. According to Goldman, theft of crude 

reachedd more than 100,000 barrels a day in 2003 (Goldman, 2003). According to Frynas (2000a), the sta-

tisticss have been strongly disputed by the Ogoni, who point at the lack of logic of polluting your own land for 

inadequatee compensation (SPDC did not pay compensation in the case of sabotage). 

Supportt for the Ogoni claims is found in a report commissioned by the Niger Delta Environmental Sur-

vey:: contractors have hidden behind sabotage to prevent remediation in case of spills, accidents and discharges. 

However,, Shell representatives state that in the five years between 1993-1998 only 6 of the 350 compensation 

claimss have been upheld by the courts (Detheridge and Pepple, 1998:482). According to Frynas (2000b) oil 

companies'' claims of sabotage have never been consistent; defence witnesses contradicted themselves. Shell 

intervieweess stated that the company now buries its pipes to prevent sabotage activities. Boele, Fabig and 

Wheelerr (2000) conclude that "the claims and counter claims regarding the impact of oil spills find their parallels 

andd echoes in many of the other areas of conflicts regarding the Niger Delta environment". 

Anotherr much disputed practice of the oil companies in Nigeria was to flare (burn off) the gas as-

sociatedd with production. According to Friends of the Earth, Nigeria exceeded the world average for natural 

gass flaring by 72% in 1991, with the world average being 4%. The volume flared exceeded the volume of 

consumptionn by most European countries (White, 2003). Apart from the greenhouse gases released to the 

air,, constant flares affected wildlife and human beings because of atmospheric changes and the effect of 

livingg in constant light. Shell was the producer of 50% of the total amount of associated gas flared (Shell 

website,, 2003). Shell recognized that "flaring wastes a valuable resource and is environmentally damaging." 

Planss to stop flaring would appear to have been around for some 30 years, but until recently no single or 

groupp of investor was prepared to make the huge investments required (Shell website, 2003). Shell 

changedd its flaring policy to a commitment to end all routine gas flaring in Nigeria by 2008, which is consid-

eredd realistic in relation to progress in the development of the infrastructure to gather the associated gas 

andd build an industry on it (Shell website, July 2003). Exports started at the end of the 1990s; gas produc-

tionn is now expected to be Nigeria's new source of energy with a lifetime of 150 years, versus 60 years for 

predictedd oil production (White, 2003). 

Thee conflict in Nigeria is very complicated and its causes are multiple: this hinders easy resolution. 

Whenn Shell became the target of international campaigners it acknowledged some responsibility. Although 

thee company is convinced it "acted honourably", it realised that "the conviction that you are doing the right 

thingss is not the same as getting them right" and that was "a very salutary lesson" (Shell, 1998b:2). The 

Groupp and SPDC did try to internalise some of its learnings. In its first corporate statement of social and 

environmentall performance, the report "Profits and Principles - Does there have to be a choice", Shell 

(1998b:2)) stated that the Brent Spar and the execution of Ken Saro-Wiwa were turning points for the com-

pany:: 'We had looked in the mirror and we neither recognized nor liked some of what we saw, we have set 

aboutt putting it right, and this report is a small manifestation of widespread action taking place across the 

Group'.. In addition to the company's response, the political climate did alter significantly after the death of 

Nigeria'ss ruler, General Abacha, in 1998. In 1999, an informal 'truth commission' has been installed to in-

vestigatee human rights abuses under military government. However, a general lack of confidence in the fed-

erall government, a high rate of corruption and intense violence have remained. Furthermore, the environ-

mentall destruction is widespread and as yet unsolved; the same counts for issues of security. According to 

Meierr (2004), a Shell-commissioned report said in 2004 that Shell should leave Nigeria (9% of Shell's pro-

duction)) before 2008: "it would be surprising if Shell is able to continue onshore resource extraction 

...whilstt complying with business principles"; Shell's presence was said to feed Nigerian conflict. Shell re-

jectedd the conclusion of the report and disagreed it would have to leave. In July 2004, the company ap-

pointedd the first Nigerian to head its operations in Nigeria. 
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Afterr an initial internal crisis, Shell's response to the issues was multifaceted. It started ad-
vertisingg campaigns and external reporting to explain its management efforts and the 
complexities.. The company started to create a new corporate identity & culture: openness, 
aggressiveness,, initiative and self-criticism were the new words. Shell's chairman (NRC, 
1996)) acknowledged that it had had a "sort of technological arrogance" in the past, and, 
subsequently,, the company called for more open communication with society and started 
aa dialogue. Shell admitted that it would not be a one-day-thing to change its homogenous 
culture.. To underline its intentions, Shell's chairman also took position in the environmental 
debatee by claiming responsibility and making speeches, a level of profiling that Shell 
chairmenn had not done before. In further support of the reputation improvement efforts, 
thee character of Shell's advertising campaigns also changed considerably (see Table 8-1). 

Tablee 8-1 Compariso n of Shell-advertisement s 1991 -2000 

1991:: 'Protected by Shell' 

Caringg for the world is a responsibility we all share. And it's one we take seriously at Shell. We started the 
Betterr Environment Awards Scheme, and we support the World Environment Day; the Tree Project and other 
effortss that will benefit generations to come. In fact, as long as the earth needs someone to care for it you 
cann be sure of Shell (in: FOE, 1991). 

1999/2000:: Profits & Principles Campaign [text only] 

Exploitt Or Explore? 
Everyy business want to make its Time and again at Shell we're discovering the rewards of respecting 
mark.. However, in the sensitive re- the environment when doing business. If we're exploring for oil and gas 
gionss of the world, like our tropical reserves in sensitive areas of the world, we consult widely with the 
rainforestss and our oceans, the scars different local and global interest groups. Working together, our aim is 
off industrialization are all too appar- to ensure that bio-diversity in each location is preserved. We also try to 
ent.. Our shared climate and finite encourage these groups to monitor our progress so that we can review 
naturall resources concern us as and improve the ways in which we work. We see this process as an 
neverr before, and there's no room for important investment in our goal of sustainable development, balancing 
ann attitude of "It's in the middle of economic progress with environmental care and social responsibility. It 
nowhere,, so who's to know?." won't happen overnight. But lessons like these are helping us to move 

forwardd - with careful steps. 

Thee other advertisements were: Cover up, or clean up?; Wish upon a star, or make a dream come true?; Cloud 
thee issue, or clear the air?; Protect endangered species, or become one?; Commodity, or community?; Just a 
treee being planted, or the future taking root?; None of our business? Or the heart of our business? 

Source:: Shell advertising campaign, 1999/2000 (e.g. in Financial Times). 

Thee first campaign after 1995 was known as Profits & Principles; it started with a report in 
1998899 and carried on with advertising in 1999/2000. Following this report, Shell issued 
itss first corporate environmental report 'People, Planet and Profits' (including in-depth 
casee studies) in which Shell's point of view was discussed extensively; readers were in-
vitedd to share their views. Part of this 'Tell Shell' dialogue was to reflect people's and for-
mall stakeholder groups' comments in the report. In 2000, the Shell Foundation was 
launchedd (endowed with US$250 million) (Shell, 2000b). Another example of the in-
creasedd intention to include external stakeholders was the decision to change Shell's de-
cisionn model for large projects from DAD (decide-announce-defend) to Triple D (dialogue-
decide-deliver)) (NRC, 1997). Other campaigning efforts concerned a series of television 
advertisementss in which people portrayed and profiled as environmentalists eventually turn 

899 According to an interviewee, 120,000 copies of the reports were issued; it involved a budget of 25$m, of 
whichh 16$m was for advertisements (total figures unpublished). 
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outt to be Shell employees. The film was accompanied by a voice-over which said: "Once 
hee would have been an oil company's worst nightmare. Today he is their brightest hope", a 
challengingg slogan at least. According to interviewees, the campaign was "risky and con-
troversiall in Shell" because of the discussion on opening up to the public or not, which 
couldd raise expectations too high. 

Notwithstandingg all of the previous campaigning, the statement in the survey 'My 
companyy changed its environmental strategy in response to the experience of an environ-
mentall incidents and its consequences' (S3) resulted in a split in responses. 37% of the 
respondentss rejected the statement explicitly while a similar size group confirmed the sub-
sequentt change with a 'yes' or 'to a large extent' {Table 8-2). 

Tablee 8-2 Shel l employee s on th e effec t of incident s on environmenta l strateg y 

Question n 

S33 (n=46) 

No o 

37.0 0 

Small l 

6.5 5 

Some e 

19.6 6 

Large e 

13.0 0 

Yes s 

23.9 9 

Note:: Figures in %. Letter/number combination refers to survey questions in Annex III. 

However,, outside the company, in both the general and environmental reputation rankings, 
thee campaigning seemed to pay off: Shell's position improved. In the environmental rank-
ings,, Shell is always named together with BP as a frontrunner. In Shell's own reputation 
surveyy 'Reputation Tracker'90, the company is considered a frontrunner as well. According 
too an interviewee, it was the external perception of environmental performance leading to 
thiss result: "Environmental responsibility was one of the top three factors in deciding a 
company'ss reputation but one of our, and our industry's lowest scores. However, against 
ourr main competitors, Shell scored highest in this area". 

Internally,, reputation was considered an aspect with a serious potential business 
impact,, for which the situation in Nigeria remains the Achilles heel. While taking action to 
reducee flaring significantly, Shell remained in the position that many of its critics underes-
timatedd the complexity of the situation (criticism was often responded to with "you need to 
havee been there"); the company has started to explicitly report on the sabotage to its op-
erationss during which casualties occur. According to an interviewee, the sabotage has re-
sultedd in a high volume of the total of spills while it is only 20% of the causes of spills in 
Nigeria.. Shell's official position is that leaving Nigeria would mean that other companies 
wouldd take over and that this would not necessarily be an improvement of the situation. 
Butt even internally, one wonders "how the hell have they allowed [things] to get in such a 
mess'.. The use of "they" in the former sentence underlines the emotional distance be-
tweenn management and other employees and their potential disintegration. Other quotes 
fromm the company-internal interviews underline this: 

—— "Nigeria is my stumbling block to admiring Shell, it is still continuing" 

—— "/ don't understand how people have presided over what has happened there". 

Shell'ss operations in Nigeria illustrate the complexity with regard to the licence to operate, 
thee ethical dilemma of where to operate under what conditions. The importance of Nigeria 
ass a strategic asset added weight to the problems. 

900 Reputation Tracker was carried out in June 2000 for the first time. It measured reputation in 18 Shell Mar-
ketss with the general public, local special publics (e.g. people in government, media, universities), global spe-
ciall publics, and business partners. 
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Consideringg reputation, one interviewee wondered whether the US position on cli-
matee change and the lobbying of its petroleum industry harmed the industry's (and thus 
Shell's)) reputation. In general, convincing society of Shell's good intentions would be hard 
becausee of the complexity of the issues; the general audience would not have the knowl-
edgee needed to consider the acceptability of a certain performance and would not always 
havee the patience to wait for improvements in complex situations. To further illustrate this 
complexity,, another interviewee mentioned that resistance in Nigeria is "rather well organ-
ised,, to use an understatement": in 2000, a total of 90 km of flow pipe would have been 
removed.. Another interviewee pointed out that the reputation claim for pollution by oil pro-
ductionn was considered Shell's responsibility, while society is the consumer of its product 
andd would not relate the responsibility to the use of the product. According to several in-
terviewees,, incidents occurring at other companies were observed, but many procedures 
(e.g.. tanker hire policy, assurance processes, risk response matrix) would have been al-
readyy adjusted by Shell. However, although preventive barriers to incidents have been 
built,, "anything can go wrong by stupid mistakes, because of anything". 

Thee survey (see Table 8-3) showed that 46% of the respondents believed that 
Shelll was leading in vulnerability with regard to environmental issues, compared with 
competitorss (BC7). An additional 3 1 % even categorised Shell as above average in this 
regard. . 

Tablee 8-3 Shel l employee s on vulnerability ; NGO pressure ; reputation ; critica l publi c 

Questio n n 

BC77 (n=44) 

BC88 (n=44) 

0 2 tt  (n=46) 

0 2 33 (n=46) 

Belo ww averag e 

11.4 4 

4.5 5 

Totall yy  not 
applicabl e e 

0 0 

6.5 5 

Averag e e 

11.4 4 

25.0 0 

Nott  applicabl e 

0 0 

19.6 6 

Abov ee averag e 

31.8 8 

56.8 8 

Neutra l l 

2.2 2 

32.6 6 

Leader r 

45.5 5 

13.6 6 

Applicabl e e 

41.3 3 

32.6 6 

Veryy much 
applicabl e e 

56.5 5 

8.7 7 

Note:: Figures in %; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex III. 

Thee same applies for being under pressures of NGOs (BC8), half of the respondents ex-
periencedd this pressure as above average for Shell or found Shell to be under the most 
pressuree (14%). On the other hand, 25% stated that Shell has an average NGO pressure. 
Almostt all respondents, 97%, confirmed that reputation is an important driver of environ-
mentall management (021). Although 4 1 % of the respondents found the public too critical 
off the environmental management efforts of the industry, about 25% did not agree with 
thee statement; an additional 33% remained neutral (023). 

Consideringg the amount of campaigning or because of it, Shell was under close 
scrutinyy by environmental activists. In 2002, the company received a 'greenwash' award 
(whichh is mentioned in the environmental report under external criticism); in 2002 and 
2003,, its environmental report was mimicked by Friends of the Earth (see section 6.2.2 in 
Chapterr 6). Some NGOs accused Shell of window dressing, greenwash and the spread 
off misinformation: 
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—— "The suspicion lingers that that it is more interested in using stakeholder consultation for 

'issue'issue management' purposes than for genuinely understanding the impact of its activities 

andand perhaps changing its priorities" (Mayhew, 1998). 

—— "These are business decisions as much as they are social or environmental conces-

sions....sions.... Shell is, after all: a hardened 100-year old fossil fuels Leviathan that knows little 

else";else"; "All occurred within the hydrocarbon paradigm", "[the road] built around the 

cleanercleaner better day that is promised in the rhetoric of sustainable development [has yet to 

bebe traveled]" (Doyle, 2002:xi). 

Onn the other hand, shareholders were also watching Shell from up close; the annual 

meetingg of the company was used several times to request attention for environmental is-

sues91.. For example, in 1997, a group of shareholders from Shell Transport & Trading 

headedd by PIRC (the UK corporate governance pressure group) put up a claim to make a 

boardd member responsible for environmental issues and human rights, amongst other 

things.. Internally, employees also wondered whether they wanted to work for Shell. One 

intervieweee added that this element of the 'Brent Spar syndrome' had decreased by 2003. 

Accordingg to Buchan (2002c), people found Shell harder to read than other pe-

troleumm majors because it did not have a 'CEO clearly laying down the law'; Instead, it had 

aa five-men committee (CMD) drawn from two parent companies. Exceptions to this rule 

weree related to the occurrence of events: chairman of the CMD, Cor Herkströter, also 

playedd an active external role in the transformative process, e.g. by giving many interviews 

too profile the 'new Shell'. His successor in July 1998, Sir Mark Moody Stuart, continued to 

takee this active role as well, although his path may have been relatively easier as the 

groundworkk had been done. Phil Watts, the next chairman (from 2001 to 2004), kept a 

lowerr public profile, until the reserves scandal in 2004, when he stepped down to be re-

placedd by Jeroen van der Veer (see Box 8C). 

Inn response to the recalculation of the reserves, the compatibility of environmental 

andd economic goals was called into question: shareholders demanded a higher return on 

investmentt and a decrease of investments in environmental issues [notwithstanding the 

absencee of a relationship with the reserves issue]. Related to the scandal, Shell also 

startedd the evaluation of its dual board structure and decided that unification into one 

company,, a Royal Dutch Shell with one CEO, would be completed in 2005. 

911 In March 2000, Greenpeace also used the annual meeting to make claims as a stakeholder; the company 
boughtt shares for 250,000 euros to be able to participate in the meeting and sold its shares afterwards. 
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Boxx 8C- Shel l & reserve s 

Onn 9 January, 2004, Shell announced a shortfall in its reserves estimates of 20% (3.9 billion barrels). The 

adjustmentt (triggered by the need to comply with SEC-rules) cut Shell's life of proved reserves by three 

yearss to little over ten years. Following its announcement, Shell's shares fell 8 % in Amsterdam and Lon-

donn (Hoyos, 2004d). Subsequently, several ratings (e.g. Standard & Poor's, Moody's) cut Shell's rating: 

'questioningg the company's flawed controls, reserves base and vulnerability to litigation' (Michaels and 

Hoyos,, 2004). Investigations showed that top executives of Shell had been aware for over two years that 

itt was overstating its reserves. 

Afterr the initial announcement, Shell kept shell-like quiet on the matter. But in the beginning of February, 

thee company started to comment and announced an internal investigation in a first attempt to restore its 

reputation.. Further, chairman Watts apologised for his ill taken absence ('breathtakingly arrogant', quoted 

byy Hoyos, 2004b) at the announcement; later it was explained by stock market rules. Despite initial claims 

off 'very considerable trust' and denial of the need for top management to step down, chairman Philip 

Wattss and Walter van de Vijver, head of Exploration and Production were both forced to resign in early 

March.. In April, CFO Ms Judith Boynton followed and stepped aside from her position (though she will 

remainn a Shell-employee). A recategorisation review of company reserves was announced in March: 90% 

off reserves were reviewed with external assistance. In April 2004, the company released the executive 

summaryy of its investigation to the Group's Audit Committee. The full 463-page text was not released 

uponn request of the US government authorities (Michaels and Hoyos, 2004). By then, both the SEC [US 

Securitiess and Exchange Commission](since mid-January), and the US Department of Justice (since mid-

March),, were running investigations upon the matter, although at that stage there was no suggestion of 

criminall wrongdoing (Michaels and Hoyos, 2004). 

Meanwhile,, the company tried to restore the reputation and financial damage by disclosing more about its 

problemss and the actions taken. As the audit report shows, Van de Vijver and Watts knew that reserves 

weree understated. In November, Van de Vijver emailed Watts that he was: 'sick and tired about lying 

aboutt the extent of our reserves issues and the downward revisions that need to be done because of far 

tooo aggressive/optimistic bookings' (Davis Polk & Wardell, 2004:8). Van de Vijver also sought media at-

tentionn to defend himself on this informing of senior management. In addition, for the period 1996-2001, 

reservess had been booked under Watt's responsibility, who preceded Van de Vijver as head of E&P. In 

thee report, Watts and Van de Vijver are the centre of attention, an amount of blame which has been criti-

cisedd by members of the non-executive boards of the company because other management executives 

weree informed of the problems as well (Hoyos, 2004c). Further, several measures should be taken in or-

derr to prevent similar mistakes in Shell's reserves booking. Among those are: amendments of guidelines 

forr reserves bookings, employment of more staff to determine reserves; improving the audit function of the 

group;; removing reserves estimated from remuneration systems [5-15 % bonus]; reduction of job rota-

tion;; and, strengthening of a culture of compliance (Davis Polk & Wardell, 2004). Although Shell fully ac-

ceptedd the findings of the report, explanations for the reduction are still sought; almost half of them were 

directedd to changes in Australia and Nigeria (36%) (Marsh and Peel, 2004). 

Soo far, the readjustment has stayed limited to Shell, but the question remains to what degree other com-

paniess struggle with the same problems: several measures of calculating reserves are used in practice 

andd reserves bookings are not checked by a third party audit. By October 2004, Shell was still under 

pressure.. Its dual organisational structure, governance structure, its remuneration schemes and its culture 

alll came under attack; a proposal for unification of the company was announced, the process was to be 

completedd in 2005. 
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8.33 Environmenta l strateg y 

CodeCode of conduct 
Moree than 25 years ago, in 1976, Shell published its first code of conduct, called 'State-
mentt of General Business Principles'. Nevertheless, Shell has regularly been charged with 
unethicall behaviour: both in court as well as in the media. According to Shell, the com-
panyy did act on the code several times but did not make that publicly known; opening up 
onn such occasions would lead to an awareness which could harm investment opportuni-
ties.. In 1997, Shell revised its code to pay more attention to human right issues. In addi-
tion,, the reference to a systematic approach to HSE management and continuous per-
formancee and compliance with legislation were included. The management of environ-
mentall issues is carried out in a similar fashion to other issues; the code mentions the 
"dutyy of managers to continuously assess the priorities" but does not mention sanctions. 
Withh the new version, Shell also initiated a check with compliance to the code. 

Accordingg to interviewees, the code is not ideal and can be weakened by local in-
terpretationn but is still a distinguishing characteristic. Compliance with legislation was a 
logicall but not a primary motive; especially in the 1980s, many countries did not have leg-
islation.. Externally, the revision was received with scepticism by environmental organisa-
tions;; the company can still refer to the independence of its companies or the local legisla-
tionn in a country context, a clause of escape the company frequently used until the begin-
ningg of the 1990s. The company itself would have stated that the code is more than that 
becausee the world has changed from 'Trust me' to 'Show me' (Knip, 1997). 

EnvironmentalEnvironmental policy 
Besidess the code of conduct, Shell made a distinction between group policies, standards 
andd guidelines, based on degree of obligation and specification. Policies address "matters 
subjectt to external stakeholder expectations"; standards "clarify the implementation as-
pectss of a policy or set expectations for other matters"; guidelines "are adopted where a 
matterr presents a risk to group businesses but do not justify a policy or standard" (Shell, 
groupp governance guide, 2001). In the 1960s, policy guidelines for HSE issues were is-
suedd at the business level by exploration and production (Shell, 1996). In 1997, Shell 
adoptedd a 'Group HSE Commitment and Policy'. In the survey (see Table 8-4), the exis-
tencee of the policy (S1) is the question with the highest percentage of agreement: 94 % 
confirmedd with a 'yes'. Slightly less explicit agreement followed that the policy of the busi-
nesss unit is the same as the corporate policy (S2): 73% scored a 'yes', while 22% scored 
'too a large extent'. 

Tabl ee 8-4 Shel l employee s on environmenta l polic y existenc e 

Question n 

S11 (n=46) 

S22 (n=45) 

No o 

0 0 

2.2 2 

Small l 

0 0 

0 0 

Some e 

2.2 2 

2.2 2 

Large e 

4.3 3 

22.2 2 

Yes s 

93.5 5 

73.3 3 

Note:: Figures in ; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex III. 

Thee policy is mandatory in contrast to the previous business guidelines; furthermore, it is 
revisedd every three years. Changes in the policy in the 1990s are: the inclusion of sustain-
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ablee development, management system and performance targets; and the exclusion of 
referencess to leadership and stakeholder consultation (see Table 8-5). The last aspect is 
alsoo included in the sustainable development strategy. 

Tabl ee 8-5 Environmenta l policies : conten t analysi s Shel l 

Shell l 

ReferenceReference to: 

Regulation n 

Managementt systems 

Standards s 

Performancee targets 

Specificationn env. impact 

Businesss context 

Stakeholderr consultation 

Reputation n 

Leadership p 

Sustainablee development 

1992 2 

Yes s 

No o 

Yes s 

No o 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

No o 

Yes s 

No o 

1997(2004) ) 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

Yes s 

No o 

Yes s 

No o 

No o 

No o 

Yes s 

Thee business guidelines of the company are much more detailed92 and initiated earlier than 
thee group policy. The E&P-guidelines, for example, were initiated in 1969, although an in-
tervieweee adds: [It was] "only in the second half of the 1980s that, with the revolution in 
society'ss environmental understanding and aspirations, the full dimensions of the environ-
mentall challenge were grasped". Enhanced environmental management guidelines were 
thereforee issued in 1986, and "increasingly stringent guidelines have since been adopted 
too ensure minimum impact". In the latest reports (e.g. 1999-2002), the policy was no 
longerr integrated as a full text, while the code of conduct was. 

Ass a follow-up to the policy, Shell introduced HSE-related standards for the group 
inn 1998. Initially, two were environmentally related: the global environmental standards, 
andd the group commitment on climate change. In 2000, a third standard was endorsed: 
thee group biodiversity standard. By 2002, this meant that the group as a whole had five 
HSEE strategic standards (including health management, animal testing, and a security 
standard).. The global environmental standards were categorised in 11 topics (Table 8-6). 

922 Covered are: planning and monitoring; choice of contractors and contractual arrangements; dealings with 
authoritiess and local inhabitants; controlling access routes; choice of seismic techniques and equipment; con-
tingencyy plans; abandonment and restoration of seismic lines and drilling sites. Its 1990-policy stated: [It is 
our]] 'Policy to take the foremost account of the health and safety of their employees and other persons, and 
too give proper regard to the conservation of the environment'. Furthermore, 'not only to comply but promote in 
appropriatee manner measures' where 'affected directly or indirectly' and 'carried out by employees and con-
tractors'(Shell,, 1992:1). 
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Tabl ee 8-6 Shell' s globa l environmenta l standard s 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

6 6 

7 7 

8 8 

9 9 

10 0 

11 1 

Standard d 

Externall certification environmental component HSEMS vs. 
aa recognised, independent system standard 

Externall verification ('auditing') of reported data 

CFCs/Halons s 

Continuouss flaring and venting (EP) 

SOxx /NOx emissions/ Oil in effluent water (OP/CH) 

Dischargess to water (CH) 

Producedd water (EP) 

Oil-basedd muds [& cuttings] (EP) 

Groundwaterr monitoring 

Productt safety data sheets 

Incidentt reporting and investigation 

Minimum m 

Ass given 

Ass given 

Minimisationn of losses, LTelimination 

Eliminationn by 2002 and 2007 resp. 

Applyy OECD standards 

Wastee water treatment 

Compatibilityy of receiving environment & 
Northh Sea standard 

Noo discharge, synthetic muds to be as-
sessed d 

Controll mechanisms 

Forr all marketed products 

Roott cause analysis of serious incidents 
reportedd to CMD 

Notes:: CH: Chemicals; OP: Oil products; E&P: Exploration and Production. Source: Shell, 2002c:29. 

Att the business level, Exploration & Production translated these standards into minimum 
environmentall standards (MES): "to demonstrate that on key environmental aspects of the 
Group'ss operations minimum standards are in place and act as a driver for performance 
improvement"" (Shell, 2003b). The MES were introduced in 2003 and built on minimum 
environmentall expectations, introduced in 1998. The review resulted from the introduction 
off more challenging MES by competitors, regulatory developments, standards issued by 
thee World Bank and developments in technology. The minimum environmental expecta-
tionss have resulted in a consistent baseline across global E&P operations but the ten-
dencyy to regard them as an end goal is in conflict with the policy (Shell, 2003b). The dif-
ferencess with the group standards for environmental issues are that the requirements for 
somee aspects are stricter93, and that three more aspects are included: emission of VOCs 
(includingg benzene), consultation and public disclosure as part of impact assessment and 
energyy use and efficiency. 

EnvironmentalEnvironmental strategy: focus and changes 
Shell'ss development in environmental strategy in the period 1990-2002 was one of 
change.. Although the company is characterised as a late reporter because of its group 

933 Examples of changes in requirements are: 1) The application of SOx and NOx emissions requirements by 
meanss of World Bank standards but on new installations only (with the ultimate goal of total compliance); 2) 
Dischargess to sea of drilling muds only after treatment (ultimately no discharge, but recovery and treatment to 
'oill free' level or disposed of by well injection); 3) An elaboration of the goal for venting and flaring. The ulti-
matee goal remains to stop flaring completely under normal conditions; but a categorisation has been made to 
clarifyy occurring situations and their acceptability to the MES. Furthermore, the years 2002 and 2007 are no 
longerr mentioned; 4) New venture organisations are an exception to the elements of certification and verifica-
tion;; they are expected to follow the same procedures but do not have formal processes of certification and 
verification.. Self-assessment of internal reporting processes in combination with limited external verification is 
seenn as the model 
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reportingg from 1997 onwards, the company quickly redeveloped its strategy and the 
transparencyy of it. Respondents to the survey (see Table 8-7) generally benchmarked their 
companyy as above average or as a leader considering environmental strategy (BC9); tar-
gett setting (BC10); and performance (BC11); those categories scored about 90%. 

Tablee 8-7 Shel l employee s on benchmarkin g strategy ; targets ; and performanc e 

Question n 

BC99 (rt=45) 

BC10(n=45) ) 

BC111 (n=45) 

Below w 

2.2 2 

2.2 2 

2.2 2 

Average e 

0 0 

4.4 4 

8.9 9 

Above e 

42.2 2 

48.9 9 

51.1 1 

Leader r 

55.6 6 

44.4 4 

37.8 8 

Note:: Figures in ; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex lil. 

Surveyy results (012) also showed that about a third of the respondents (37%) scored their 
company'ss environmental strategy as ambitious in relation to its capabilities; however, 26% 
off the respondents did not agree while a large proportion (37%) gave a neutral score. 

Tablee 8-8 Shel l employee s on ambition s of strateg y versu s capabilitie s 

O l 2 ( n = 4 6 ) ) 

Totallyy not 
applicable e 

4.3 3 

Nott applicable 

21.7 7 

Neutral l 

37.0 0 

Applicable e 

30.4 4 

Veryy much 
applicable e 

6.5 5 

Note:: Figures in %; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex III. 

Inn Shell's environmental strategy, three changes are observed over the years. The first 
change,, as confirmed by interviewees, is that Shell's environmental strategy switched from 
aa focus on single issues to a total package approach, supported by campaigning and ex-
ternall disclosure. Interviewees confirmed that old installations are a problem in the total 
packagee approach. The second change is the consideration and official agenda-setting of 
neww issues (e.g. sustainable development and biodiversity) and the technical and precau-
tionaryy measures around greenhouse emissions and climate change (e.g. the E&P 'no 
flaring'' guideline, and the development of the LNG factory in Nigeria). The third change is 
Shell'ss frequent statement of adherence to a compatibility perspective: economic and en-
vironmentall issues are both considered important for its long-term survival. The impor-
tancee of sustainable development is underlined as the key to long-term success: "There is 
aa business case for sustainable development: If you want me to prove every dollar and 
everyy cent on all of these lines, I can't do it. But directionally, I think it's an open and shut 
case"" (Chairman Watts quoted in Buchan, 2002). The changes in Shell's strategy show 
fromm the development and revisions of its group standards, policy, and code of conduct. 
Shelll summarised that its position as a large company has changed from 'Trust me, Tell 
me'' to 'Show me'. Over the years, the repositioning is clear from the annual reports (Shell, 
1990,, 1995, 2000a, 2002a): 

—— In 1990, the company noted that the sector is subject to criticism for its performance. It 
admittedadmitted that the performance is not perfect, but stated that one should not expect it to 
bebe so; the enormous scale and technological challenges should be considered and con-
tinuoustinuous improvement of the performance is the goal of the companies, requiring better in-
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sightssights and operational performance (Shell, 1990). In this year, Shell still mentioned its 

aimaim of exemplary behaviour towards others. 

—— In 1995, the company became less confident; Brent Spar and Nigeria are referred to as 

thethe challenges of that year. According to Shell, these issues demonstrated the degree of 

complexitycomplexity in the multinational operations of the company; to achieve a better acceptance 

thethe company realised that it needed to have greater external focus (Shell, 1995). 

—— In 2000, the status of attention has completely changed: the requirements of sustainable 

developmentdevelopment were now in Shell's central message: "Being trusted to meet societal ex-

pectationspectations is essential for long-term profitability", "We see no alternative" (Shell, 2000a:2; 

21).21). Shell prominently stated its commitment to transparency in those issues and distrib-

uteduted its annual report together with a summary of its environmental report. 

—— In 2002, the emphasis on sustainability as a key to success was repeated (Shell, 2002a). 

ThisThis economic reason is also confirmed in the interviews. 

Shel ll  publishe d its firs t environmenta l grou p repor t in 1997. The absenc e of an externa l 

audi tt  and target s wer e considere d to be weaknesse s of the report , whil e the presentatio n 

off  certai n negativ e performanc e figure s (e.g. on emission s and flarin g in Nigeria , 95%) 

wass admitte d to be a courageousl y vulnerabl e step to take (De Volkskrant , 1997). Wit h 

thee grou p report , Shel l focuse d its attentio n on the complexit y of the operation s and the 

choice ss it had to make in the operationa l and strategi c practice . The goal is to buil d trust : 

"Bein gg truste d to meet societa l expectation s is essentia l for lon g term profitability "  (Shell , 

2000a:2) .. The compan y also pointe d out tha t government s are not able to fulfi l thei r roles : 

"W ee have to do busines s in the real worl d wit h all its complexities . W e loo k to govern -

ment ss to creat e condition s that foste r socia l and economi c developmen t but som e lack 

thee means "  (Shell , 2000b:3) . Startin g wit h stron g rhetori c in its firs t reports , the 2001 and 

20022 version s seem "somewha t mor e down-to-earth "  (Tangen , 2003:10) . 

Casee studie s wer e integrate d int o the report s to "giv e a meaningfu l picture "  be-

caus ee supporte d by the 'profit s and principles ' and 'Tel l Shell ' campaign , Shel l trie d to 

havee a stakeholde r dialogu e wit h externa l readers . Accordin g to interviewees , the Camise a 

project 944 has provide d experienc e wit h includin g stakeholder s in every stag e of a project . 

Butt  as an interviewe e stated : "Shel l canno t and wil l not agre e wit h everybody . We try not 

too be biase d by mindse t but it is a very difficul t proces s to star t a dialogu e [wit h certai n 

groups] .. Peopl e are personall y scarred "  [e.g . by the Bren t Spar experience s wit h Green -

peace] . . 

Thee experienc e wit h cas e studie s was copie d fro m the E&P experience , th e busi -

nesss divisio n whic h publishe d its firs t repor t in 1992, wel l ahead of the grou p in its trans -

parenc yy efforts , explained : "W e have trie d to describ e honestl y wha t we are tryin g to do 

andd wha t we have manage d to achieve. "  (Shell , 1992:2) . The divisio n mentione d the im-

portanc ee of incorporatin g environmenta l value s in economi c decisio n makin g and th e re-

944 Shell came to the region of Camisea, Peru in the 1980s during an exploration campaign. At the time it was 
accusedd of abuses of human rights and disrupting fragile forests. On its return in 1996, Shell was in the midst 
off changing its environmental course, and Camisea was approached as an opportunity to advance the proc-
ess.. To this end, a comprehensive consultation and stakeholder programme was launched. A commitment was 
madee to operate Camisea as if it was an off-shore operation: a 'no roads' policy. In addition, the aim became to 
buildd social capital, and an extensive biodiversity assessment programme was carried out. In the end, Shell 
tenderedd for bids in late 1997. In June 1998, the investment was cancelled (May, Da Vinha and Zaidenweber, 
1999).. According to a Shell interviewee, the reason for withdrawal were economic only: "The sticking point 
wass the gas price capped at a too low level by the government and their refusal to allow gas export to Bra-
sil/Argentina;; social and environmental issues played no role," 
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quirementt for major investments and new technologies to achieve certain improvements. 
Accordingg to an interviewee, the 1992 report was a pioneer project, which met with a lot 
off internal resistance, because of fear of liability claims and reputation damage as well as 
thee cost of production as such. From 1996 onwards, the division irregularly published its 
ownn reports; the group report is considered somewhat abstract for E&P employees. Fur-
ther,, the division underlined the growing importance for local reporting by individual Shell 
companies,, at least 20 of which did in 2002. 

ClimateClimate change 
Sincee the latter half of the 1990s, Shell has profiled itself for leadership on the issue of 
climatee change. In 1998, Shell followed BP's move and quit the Global Climate Coalition 
off which it was a member through Shell Oil US. "Irreconcilable differences" were given as 
aa reason for the departure (Boulton, 1998). The step seems in contrast to previous corpo-
ratee claims of continuation of membership in order to be able to keep influence; the 
GCC'ss recommendation to the US government not to sign the Kyoto protocol made Shell 
Oill resign (Trouw, 1998). 

Att the business level, precautionary measures for climate change action were al-
readyy supported in 1992: "Improved energy efficiency provide the most practical ap-
proach,, particularly in the short term" (Shell, 1992:33). By 1997, the phrasing changed 
('Whatt the world has decided to do') {Shell, 1997b:25) but the division said it welcomed 
thee possibility of emission trading. In 2000, Shell opened its internal carbon emission mar-
kett in a pilot scheme called STEPS. Shell again followed BPAmoco in this. The internal 
markett was meant to help meet the target of 10% reduction from 1990 levels by 2002 
(Financiall Times, 2000c). Since 2002, Shell's UK businesses have participated in the UK 
emissionss trading system. According to Shell, participation in such a scheme is the lowest 
costt route to emission reduction for the industry. In 1998, Shell set its reduction target 
andd added that it aims to continue to exceed the 5.2% Kyoto target until 2010. An impor-
tantt issue in Shell's emission reduction target remains the share of Nigeria; in 1997, 44% 
off Shell's emissions were caused by flaring in Nigeria (Shell, 1997a). The anti-flaring pol-
icyy and LNG factory in Nigeria are supposed to contribute to reaching the aim. 

SustainableSustainable development 
Overr the years, Shell has claimed sustainable development as a core strategy for survival: 
thee path to integrate HSE issues into the organization. Triple reports accompany the strat-
egy,, following the sector trend. In 1999, the group level launched a Sustainable Develop-
mentt Management Framework to support the commitment.95 However, according to an 
interviewee,, for the exploration & production business division, the primarily illustrating 
frameworkk was not perceived as having additional value in relation to already existing 
measuress for social and environmental issues; therefore, it quickly disappeared from the 
charts.. By 2002, a business alignment tool had been developed which was applied by 25 
operationss in 2002. In 2003, it was to be rolled out further and adapted for use in con-
tractingg and procurement (Shell, 2002b). According to Shell, "the biggest challenges now 
aree consistent delivery across all of our operations and weaving together the ... strands of 

955 The main elements were: striving for leadership; key for long term business success; better world; embrace 
inn decisions; viable alternatives; to get the balance right; value views of others; be open about progress plus 
externall verification; everybody's responsibility: service providers, partners, contractors (Shell, 1999). 
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sustainablee development, rather then addressing each in isolation" (Shell, 2002b:8). Thus, 
whilee the approach on the environmental front still left many unanswered questions, the 
focuss on sustainability already seemed to push environmental issues to the background, at 
leastt in external disclosure. 

8.44 Environmenta l structur e 

Inn the late 1980s, Shell started to build the first elements of its 'environmental structure' in 
responsee to several incidents. Following the Piper Alpha disaster (1988), the first safety 
managementt systems were developed. Incidents such as ExxonValdez (1989) and Brent 
Sparr (1995) subsequently stimulated further integration of environmental issues in the 
managementt system: they "highlighted the business benefits of effective HSE manage-
ment"" (Shell, 1998). In 1994, group guidance was issued on developing an integrated 
HSE-MS,, in which risks were the focus. In 1997, a mandatory group procedure was sub-
sequentlyy put in place, which included requirements for external certification. From 1999 
onwards,, all Shell companies were required to have an HSE-MS in place. Shell EMS's 
elementss were presented to the companies as an example; a systematic approach could 
bee arranged from those elements, "to provide a feedback loop". Companies were allowed 
too implement diverse systems as long as they were able to show compliance with the 
groupp requirements and data systems: "This Group HSE-MS is a reference document that 
definess in one place the various HSE policies, standards and processes that either oper-
atee at Group level, or that are common across the Group. This is not the HSE-MS for any 
Shelll company" (Shell, 2002c: 1). An overview of Shell's environmental management sys-
temm is provided in Table 8-9. 

Tabl ee 8-9 Shell : Environmenta l managemen t syste m and standard s 

Namee of EMS HSE Management System 

Sincee 1994: group guidance document; 1997: mandatory group procedure 

Applicationn All Shell companies will have implemented an HSE-MS by 1999 

Standardd IS014001 or EMAS when there is a local business need. In 1998 only a few certifica-
tions;; in 2000, 90%. 

Contentss of EMS - Leadership, planning, commitment and review 
-- Policy and strategic objectives 
-- Organisation, responsibilities 
-- Hazards and effect mgt process 
-- Standards, procedures and document control 
-- Implementation, monitoring & corrective action 
-Audit t 

Cyclee Feedback loop provided by the elements; corrective action attached to manageement, 
planningg and procedures; monitoring attached to implementation 

Specificationss Compliance with the law, continuous performance improvement, reduction of risk to as 
loww as reasonably practicable are central to design of each system 

Otherr information Extra: HSE cases: Risk assessments of facilities or operations with high risks. Assigns 
controlss for high risks to defined persons with defined competence. Environmental as-
sessmentt as part of procedure 

Sources:: Shell, 1998; Shell, 2002c. 
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Thiss way, companies were free to design their own system indicating a decentralised ap-
proach.. Shell wanted to work with "embedded systems" and a "minimum of corporate 
drivers":: environmental issues needed to be integrated into overall management and com-
paniess had their own responsibilities. One of the interviewees stated that a more proactive 
strategyy would have required a more centralised approach, to be able to explain and cre-
atee understanding. In his opinion, a reactive approach can be embedded in the line, while 
aa proactive one cannot. However, a well-functioning organisation is a prerequisite for both 
approaches.. Another interviewee mentioned that the degree of centralisation should relate 
too the locality of issues. If an environmental issue only occurs at a specific location, solu-
tionss can be achieved in a bottom-up approach under the responsibility of the line man-
ager.. A significant result from the survey shows that respondents who work in non-OECD, 
developingg countries found Shell's organisational structure more centralised than those 
fromm OECD, developed countries (Table 8-10). A potential explanation is that in view of a 
lackk of regulation, the corporate system was more frequently presented as a blueprint in 
developingg countries than in countries where regulation was stronger. 

Tablee 8-10 Shel l employee s on centralisatio n of organisationa l structur e 

Respondentss from: 

Non-OECD D 

OECD D 

n n 

32 2 

12 2 

Mean n 

3.31 1 

2.42 2 

SD D 

.896 6 

.900 0 

T T 

2.950 0 

Df f 

42 2 

Sigg (2-tailed) 

.0055 Mann-Whitney 

Wilcoxonn W 

Z Z 

Asymp.Sigg (2tailed) 

Exactt Sig [2*{1 tailed 
Sig.)] ] 

95500 0 

173.500 0 

-2.668 8 

.008 8 

.010(a) ) 

Furtherr survey results (see Table 8-11) show that a large majority (82%) called for the im-
plementationn of an environmental management system (11% referred to 'some' implemen-
tationn and about 7% to 'no' implementation) (S4). Strong disagreement arose on the 
statementt 'A less stringent regulatory context decreases our requirements for speedily im-
plementingg the EMS' (018): 55% of the respondents rejected this statement while 22% 
confirmedd it by scoring 'to a large extent'. 

Tablee 8-11 Shel l employee s on EMS's implementatio n and effec t of regulatio n 

Question n 

S44 (n=45) 

0 11 8 (n=45) 

No o 

6.7 7 

Totallyy not 
applicable e 

31.1 1 

Small l 

2.2 2 

Nott applicable 

24.4 4 

Some e 

8.9 9 

Neutral l 

20.0 0 

Large e 

8.9 9 

Applicable e 

22.2 2 

Yes s 

73.3 3 

Veryy much 
applicable e 

2.2 2 

Note:: Figures in %; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annexx III. 

AA similar large majority confirmed the existence of an environmental risk management plan 
(S9)) and an EIA for all projects (S10) (see Table 8-12). The integration of the environ-
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mentall management information system (EMIS) into the general management information 
systemm was confirmed by 4 1 % and to 'some extent' by 37%, while 22% rejected that 
statementt (S12). 

Tabl ee 8-12 Shel l employee s on ris k plan ; EIA; and EMIS 

Question n 

S99 (n=45) 

S10(n=46) ) 

S122 (n=46) 

No o 

4.4 4 

0 0 

21.7 7 

Small l 

0 0 

0 0 

13.0 0 

Some e 

13.3 3 

8.7 7 

23.9 9 

Large e 

24.4 4 

15.2 2 

10.9 9 

Yes s 

57.8 8 

76.1 1 

30.4 4 

Note:: Figures in %; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex III. 

Inn relation to the EMS, different roles and responsibilities were assigned within the organ-
isationall structure. The highest management level, the Committee of Managing Directors 
wass responsible for the standards and policies issued; in addition, it reviewed the assur-
ancee statements provided by business managers. Further roles in the environmental struc-
turee were assigned to: the social responsibility committee, service company directors, 
businesss unit executives, country chairs, HSE advisers panel, HSE council, Group HSE 
adviser,, chief health adviser, business HSE adviser, and the group human resources direc-
tor.. In the operations, line managers were responsible for HSE performance, supported by 
specialtyy advisors, who were integrated in service companies. 

Inn the survey (see Table 8-13), almost half of the respondents agreed with the 
statementt 'Environmental management initiatives are initiated by corporate office' (07) but 
ann astonishing 42% remained neutral. Explaining that high percentage leads to the obser-
vationn of a significant relation with age: older employees agreed more than younger ones. 

Tabl ee 8-13 Shel l employee s on corporat e level' s initiativ e 

Question n 

0 77 (n=45) 

Employeess < 40 

Employeess > 40 

Totallyy not 
applicable e 

4.4 4 

nn Mean 

155 3.00 

299 3.72 

Nott applicable Neutral Applicable Very much 
applicable e 

6.77 42.2 28.9 17.8 

SDD T df Sig (2-tailed) 

1.0699 -2.339 42 .042 Mann-Whitney 

.9222 Wilcoxon W 

Z Z 

Asymp.Sigg (2tailed) 

125.000 0 

245.000 0 

-2.423 3 

.015 5 

Note:: Figures in second row in %; Code refers to survey questions in Annexlll. 

Almostt all operating units in E&P met the target to have an EMS by 1999. By 2001, the 
managementt changes had led to a revision of its management documents: six documents 
weree integrated into one (Shell, 2001 b). According to interviewees, the introduction of the 
managementt system took this amount of time because of the lack of central management 
andd the independence of the operations; this confrontation with the decision-making 
structuree made that the introduction could not have been more rapid. Other factors men-
tionedd in relation to the duration of the introduction of the management system were: its 
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complexity ,, the differen t natur e of legislatio n in the US [i.e . litigation-oriented] , and the dis -

cussio nn abou t the busines s value  of suc h a system . In addition , the mentalit y for compli -

ancee was a recurrin g poin t of interest : 

—— "A concerte d and proactiv e approac h will be needed to ensure that specified controls are 

actuallyactually implemented and working as intended. Important challenges include provision of 

resources,resources, obtaining ownership, getting certification, ensuring staff competency, compli-

anceance with legislation, and having adequate documentation whilst minimizing complexity. 

SignificantSignificant resources and commitment will be required [to reach the 1999-target]" (Shell, 

1998). 1998). 

—— "Workshops are held with staff to raise awareness." (Shell, 2001 c:42) 

Inn the survey , significan t relationship s emerge d abou t th e kin d of environmenta l commit -

mentt  employee s have in relatio n to thei r age and duratio n of employment . Employee s 

olde rr  than 40 years showe d a stronge r continuanc e commitmen t (i.e. focu s on environ -

menta ll  issue s for compan y survival) , whil e employee s wh o had worke d for Shel l for less 

thann fiv e years showe d a stronge r affectiv e commitmen t (i.e. emphasi s persona l environ -

menta ll  values ) (see Tabl e 8-14). For force d commitmen t (i.e. due to legislation) , no signifi -

can tt  relationship s wer e found . A regressio n analysi s showe d tha t the stronge r affectiv e 

commitmen tt  show n by olde r employee s is cause d by duratio n of employmen t (see Table 

8-15). . 

Tablee 8-14 Shell employee s on commitment : continuanc e & age; affectiv e & duratio n 

Age e 

Employeess < 40 

Employeess > 40 

Workk duration 

<55 yrs with Shell 

>55 yrs with Shell 

n n 

16 6 

29 9 

n n 

11 1 

34 4 

Mean n 

3.5208 8 

3.9690 0 

Mean n 

4.2212 2 

3,5789 9 

SDD T 

.570499 -2.873 

.45920 0 

SDD T 

.764822 2.386 

.77957 7 

dff Sig (2-tailed) 

433 .006 

Dff Sig (2-tailed) 

433 .022 

Mann-Whitney y 

Wilcoxonn W 

Z Z 

Asymp.Sigg (2tailed) 

Mann-Whitney y 

Wilcoxonn W 

Z Z 

Asymp.Sigg (2tailed) 

121.500 0 

257.500 0 

-2.639 9 

.008 8 

102.000 0 

697.000 0 

-2.252 2 

.024 4 

Tablee 8-15 Shel l employee s on commitment , age and wor k duratio n 

Employeess <40 

Employeess >40 

Employeess <5 yrs 

Employeess >5 yrs 

n n 

16 6 

29 9 

11 1 

34 4 

Mean n 

3.6 6 

3.8 8 

4.2 2 

3.6 6 

Modell Anova (b) 

R R Dff F 

.4577 (a) Regression 2 5.547 

Residua a 42 2 

t t Sig g 

Sigg Constant 8.703 .000 

007aa Ageclass 2.211 .033 

Durationn -3.212 .003 

Notee (a) Predictors: (Constant), timeclass, ageclass; (b) Dependent variable: commitment group affective. 
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Accordingg to an interviewee, compliance issues were not related to culture but to eco-
nomics:: "Culture is not the blocker, economics is: it is production versus delay, the envi-
ronment".. This conflict is further illustrated by the experiences with the EIA, for which du-
alistt trajectories in the timing of projects and the involvement of environmentalist require 
compromisess to be made. According to interviewees, it takes one to two years to com-
pletee the EIA of a large project; in this time frame, discrepancies between the thinking of 
technicall and commercial personnel and environmental employees can leave insufficient 
timee to consider environmental issues. To solve this dilemma, in-time identification and in-
corporationn are a necessity, but in old projects this was considered to be even more com-
plicated. . 

InternationalInternational standards 
Fromm 1996/1997 onwards, Shell started to publish on certifiable international standards 
andd targets for certification. By the end of 2000, Shell wanted all major installations to be 
certifiedd in order to have an EMS that met recognised and independent system standards. 
Althoughh the last target was not completely met, over 90% of the major installations had 
achievedd ISO14001 certification in 2000. In several locations, e.g. Nigeria, certifications 
weree first attained for parts of operations to be united at a company or country level in a 
laterr stage. By 2001, "over 95% of major installations have had the environmental element 
off these systems externally certified to international standards such as ISO and EMAS" 
(Shell,, 2001 c:11). By 2005, the implementation of IS0140001 in new acquisitions was 
too be completed (Shell, 2002b). Except for a few companies, E&P met the requirement to 
havee certified for ISO by 2000. 

AA consistent approach to risk management was mentioned as one of the main rea-
sonss for ISO-certification (Shell, 1997a). According to interviewees, the certification for 
ISO140011 has made a big difference for the degree of commitment to environmental is-
sues;; it prioritised aspects, focused the mind and the elements of the system and put it on 
thee agenda as a part of management instead of an add-on. On the other hand, certification 
wass also doubted, according to some interviewees because of the costs and time in-
volved;; and, according to others because of the potential for loss of face when a facility 
cann no longer comply, and because of the top-down obligation to certify. One interviewee 
mentionedd a cost dilemma concerning the future of certification: the initial gain of com-
mitmentt is no longer a benefit now that Shell has attained 95% certification, while the 
costss for certification of the systems continue to rise. 

Inn addition, the results of the survey illustrate the different approaches versus ac-
torss in the business contexts: contractors and suppliers. Although the majority of Shell's 
respondentss indicated that environmental standards for contractors (BC1) and suppliers 
(BC4)) were integrated into their contract; suppliers (BC6) were less monitored and sanc-
tionedd in the case of non-compliance than contractors (BC3) (Table 8-16). Other sources 
showw that for 1997, the company claimed to have cancelled more than 95 contracts be-
causee of non-compliance with standards (Tangen, 2003:11). 
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Tablee 8-16 Shell employees on requirements contractors/suppliers; resp. sanctioning 

Questio n n 

BC11 (n=45) 

BC44 (n=45) 

BC33 (n=45 ) 

BC66 (n=44) 

No o 

4.4 4 

2.2 2 

11 1.4 

Smal l l 

2.2 2 

13.3 3 

4.4 4 

18.2 2 

Some e 

17.8 8 

24.4 4 

24.4 4 

29.5 5 

Larg e e 

31.1 1 

33.3 3 

35.6 6 

25.0 0 

Yes s 

48.9 9 

24.4 4 

33.3 3 

15.9 9 

Note:: Figures in %; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex III. 

Withh regard to the relation between structure of ownership and elements of the environ-
mentall management, the complexity of reaching certain environmental standards in JVs is 
clearr from the interviews and the survey. A first factor in this regard is that the ownership 
arrangementss within the industry, characterised by projects with many actors, have re-
sultedd in the development of many different environmental standards. Many standards are 
aa negotiated minimum alternative instead of a European standard. Hence, cooperating in a 
JVV can influence the standard positively because it leads to automatic consultation 
amongstt companies, while sector organisations have limited options: for example, due to 
majorityy decision making. Thus, a second factor of importance is the number and kind of 
partnerss involved in the negotiation process. Both strongly influence the pace of projects 
andd the quality of the standards, according to Shell's interviewees. Although Shell worked 
withh a certain package of standards, other companies were not always convinced of the 
needd or had different priorities. Especially local, smaller and certain state companies in 
developingg countries would consider environmental measures as costs only. Negotiations 
inn those instances have been tough and resulted in serious delay, for specific projects 
and/orr to attain higher standards. For old contracts, every aspect had to be negotiated 
whichh is 'a battle', 'a continuous dialogue'; furthermore, in the case of a JV not under op-
eratingg control (nuoc), the situation is even more complex and ISO certification targets are 
difficultt to handle. The company had to manoeuvre through this process but the options to 
drivee in opposite directions than competitors were rather limited. 

However,, Shell's approach to take its principles and policy as a minimum platform 
alsoo resulted in a competitive advantage, becoming a preferred partner or a partner of first 
choice.. In addition, higher standards and compliance resulted in less additional legislation 
and,, thus, less additional costs: "Additional legislation [because of incidents at other 
companies]] costs loads of money", e.g. Piper Alpha {see Box 6B in Chapter 6) According 
too interviewees, Shell tried to claim leading positions in organisational subcommittees to 
influenceinfluence standards strategically and make them come closer to Shell's own ideas. One 
intervieweee mentioned that in the last few years, Shell had the strategy to provide techni-
call support to solve such dilemmas, even when its ownership part was relatively small 
(e.g.. a JV in Kazakhstan where Shell has 16%). Further, if Shell considered quitting its op-
erationss because of HSE aspects, the company's guarantee of good technology, talent 
andd access to capital would carry weight in the JV negotiations on HSE aspects as well. 
Anotherr interviewee mentioned that the standards also trickled down to other projects, as 
aa side effect of the JV arrangements. In the survey, the complex environmental effect of 
workingg in JVs (O20) is indicated by the contrasting answers (see Table 8-17): two 
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groupss of 42% agree and disagree, respectively, with the statement that standards are 
lesss stringent when working in a JV than when operating independently. 

Tabl ee 8-17 Shel l employee s on stringenc y of environmenta l standard s in join t venture s 

Question n 

O200 (n=45) 

Totallyy not 
applicable e 

20.0 0 

Nott applicable 

22.2 2 

Neutral l 

15.6 6 

Applicable e 

31.1 1 

Veryy much 
applicable e 

11.1 1 

Note:: Figures in ; Letter/number combination refers to survey questions in Annex III. 

PerformancePerformance reporting 
Notwithstandingg the certification and systematic efforts, Shell E&P admitted in 2000 that 
performancee improvements were not easily obtained (Shell, 2000c:1): 

—— "It is disappointing that we are not yet seeing the effort that has been put into imple-
mentingmenting the HSE-MS across the business translated into a significant improvement in 
HSEHSE performance. Although there is inevitably a lag between having the systems and 
proceduresprocedures in place and seeing performance improve, we must recognise that on their 
ownown they are not the complete answer". 

Inn the survey (see Table 8-18), about 27% of the respondents rejected the notion that en-
vironmentall performance would improve with greater effort (010). But other opinions were 
clearr as well: 4 1 % confirmed to 'some extent', while a relatively large part (32%) remained 
'neutral'.. Respondents at the corporate level responded agreed significantly stronger than 
thee other working levels. 

Tabl ee 8-18 Shel l employee s on improvemen t of environmenta l performanc e by effor t 

Question n 

0 11 0 (n=44) 

Workk level 

Corporatee level 

Otherr level 

Totallyy not 
applicable e 

6.8 8 

n n 

14 4 

30 0 

Mean n 

3.71 1 

2.87 7 

Nott applicable 

20.5 5 

SD D 

1.069 9 

.937 7 

T T 

2.673 3 

Neutrall Applicable 

31.88 34.1 

dff Sig (2-tailed) 

422 .011 Mann-Wr 

Wilcoxon n 

Z Z 

Veryy much 
applicable e 

6.8 8 

itneyy 112.000 

WW 577.000 

-2.575 5 

Asymp.Sigg (2tailed) .010 

Note:: Figures in second row in %; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex III. 

Too improve measurement and reporting, the group formulated 16 key performance indica-
torss (KPIs) in 2000/2001 (see Table 8-19); several of them are aligned with Shell's remu-
nerationn system. Refinement of the KPIs resulted in two perceptions-based KPIs for envi-
ronmentall issues (both result from the Annual Reputation Tracker survey): 1. External per-
ceptionn of environmental performance; and 2. Overall reputation. Subsequently, Shell de-
velopedd environmental KPIs from the overall list: global warming potential, flaring, spills 
andd the external perception of environmental performance (which were been added in 
2002).. Shell reported externally on these KPIs and several other parameters. According to 
Markk Wade of Shell International's Sustainable Development Group: "There is no defined 
hierarchyy for the KPIs, although ... in practice .... a hierarchy between those that are truly 
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achievedd and other indicators that are described and important but not always under your 

control"(BATE,, 2000a:8). 

Tablee 8-19 Shell: Change in Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) 2001-2002 

Initiall KPIs (2001) Extra/refinedd KPIs (2002) 

Alreadyy in use: 
1.. Return on average capita! employed (ROACE) 
2.. Total shareholder return 
3.. Critical environmental data 
4.. Critical heaith/safety data 
5.. Greenhouse gas emissions 
Measurementt by survey/aggregation from other levels: 
6.. Reputation 
7.. Brand performance 
8.. Acceptability of env performance 
9.. Integrity 
10.. Staff feelings, how they are treated with respect 
11 1. Diversity and inclusiveness in the workplace 
Developmentt through learning by doing: 
12.. Stakeholder perception of quality of engagement 
13.. Social performance 
14.. Acceptability of env. perf. at the local level 
15.. Sustainable development 
16.. Human rights 

Environment: : 
Externall perception of env, performance 
Generall reputation 

Stafff orientation: 
Treatingg staff with respect 
Diversityy and inclusiveness in the workplace 
Integrity y 

Statuss original KPIs (2002) 

Redirectedd for local use: 
Sustainablee dev. (business alignment tool) 
Humann rights (compliance tool to be field 

testedd m 2003) 
Too be developed in 2003: 

 Innovation 
Movedd to socia! performance mgt program: 

Sociall performance 
Qualityy of engagement 

Source:: Shell, 2002b:11; 2001 c:14. 

Thee survey showed a clear trend that environmental issues have significantly increased in 

importancee in the period 1990-2002 {seeTable 8-20), even though the response can be 

biasedd for reasons of social desirability. 

Tabl ee 8-20 Shel l employee s on chang e in importanc e environmenta l issue s 1990-2002 

Issue e 

Ctimatee change 

Freshh water scarcity 

Dischargess to water 

Hydrocarbonn emiss. air 

Oill spills 

Packagingg waste 

Solidd waste 

Biodiversity y 

Energyy efficiency 

Oil-basedd drilling muds 

Gass flaring 

Z Z 

-4.857 7 

-4.556 6 

-3.630 0 

-4.252 2 

-2.230 0 

-4.148 8 

-4.204 4 

-4.366 6 

-4.031 1 

-2.317 7 

-4.818 8 

Asympp Sig 
(2tailed) ) 

.000 0 

.000 0 

.000 0 

.000 0 

.026 6 

.000 0 

,000 0 

.000 0 

.000 0 

.020 0 

.000 0 

Issue e 

Gass venting 

Sustainablee development 

NGOO pressures 

Investorr concerns 

Communityy concerns 

Relationn governing author. 

Financiall reputation 

Environmentall reputation 

Environmentall legislation 

Decommisioningg wells, rigs 

Restorationn of sites 

Z Z 

-4.876 6 

-4.922 2 

-4.468 8 

-3.912 2 

-4.355 5 

-3.169 9 

-1.945 5 

-4.820 0 

-3.601 1 

-4.486 6 

-4.388 8 

Asympp Sig 
(2tailed) ) 

.000 0 

.000 0 

.000 0 

.000 0 

.000 0 

.002 2 

.052 2 

.000 0 

.000 0 

.000 0 

.000 0 

Note:: (a) Based on positive ranks; (b) Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test; Number of respondents from 30-33. 
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Thee survey results further showed that a large minority (47%) rejected the statement: 'The 
competitivee edge of the operations in this industry slows down the improvement of envi-
ronmentall performance (03). On the other hand, a third agreed with the statement, so 
opinionss were diverse. Almost 70% of the respondents rejected the statement that the 
majorityy of the environmental issues in E&P will be solved within five years (01). However, 
aa large minority of 40% rejected the statement that the industry has improved its environ-
mentall performance in E&P in the last ten years to the maximum extent technologically 
possiblee (02). About 38% agreed with the statement, counting the answers 'applicable' 
andd 'very much applicable' (see Table 8-21). 

Tabl ee 8-21 Shel l employee s on effect s of competition ; exten t improvement ; solution s 

Question n 

0 11 (n=45) 

0 22 (n=45) 

0 33 (n=45) 

Totallyy not 
applicable e 

17.8 8 

6.7 7 

6.7 7 

Nott appl 

51.1 1 

33.3 3 

31.1 1 

cable e Neutral l 

22.2 2 

22.2 2 

28.9 9 

Applicable e 

6.7 7 

35.6 6 

26.7 7 

Veryy much 
applicable e 

2.2 2 

2.2 2 

6.7 7 

Note;; Figures in %; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex III. 

Analysiss of the performance in the reports (see Annex VI) showed that Shell has been 
quitee consistent in the data it reports. Since disclosure started, comparisons have been 
madee with previous years. Shell's reporting is extraordinary on the percentage of spills that 
havee been caused by sabotage, e.g. 60% of the spills in 1997, Other topics were the re-
ductionn in global warming potential; moreover, waste is a new issue covered in the data in 
thee last few years. For 2001, Shell noted that it reported on a 100% basis, also when their 
formall interest is less. With its reporting, Shell countered the initial criticism that no tar-
getss were formulated. In addition, Shell combined estimates and targets in 'projections' for 
itss performance figures; this may possibly explain the lack of targets presented in 1999. In 
1997,, Shell showed its internal debate on the relative or absolute form of target setting: 
fearr of failing to reach targets would tempt subsidiaries to set easy goals to avoid embar-
rassmentt of failure: "But experience has shown that observers are far more tolerant of un-
der-achievementt than of meaningless targets" (Shell, 1997a:21). Furthermore, the com-
panyy pointed out that the base for setting targets that year was too small due to the in-
consistencyy of measurement techniques or lack of sufficient historical data (Shell, 1997a). 
However,, over the years, the comparison base for the data has indeed grown. 

Inn the survey (see Table 8-22), a majority of 66% considered technological 
changess to have a beneficial environmental effect (S19); implying mitigation of environ-
mentall impact by innovation. This was also indicated by the 84% score for eco-design in 
thee case of new production facilities (S20). About 62% of the respondents stated that 
somee technological changes have been taken for environmental reasons only (S18). 
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Tablee 8-22 Shel l employee s on aim technolog y change ; impac t innovation ; eco-desig n 

Question n 

S188 (n=45) 

S199 (n=45) 

S200 (n=45) 

No o 

0 0 

0 0 

2.2 2 

Small l 

4.4 4 

6.7 7 

0 0 

Some e 

33.3 3 

26.7 7 

13.3 3 

Large e 

22.2 2 

33.3 3 

17.8 8 

Yes s 

40.0 0 

33.3 3 

66.7 7 

Note:: Figures in %; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex III. 

Costt saving opportunities for environmental care showed diverse answers with a neutral 
sharee of 3 1 % and a 49% confirmation (014) (see Table 8-23). Older employees tended 
too agree significantly more that this was the case. 

Tablee 8-23 Shel l employee s on cos t savin g opportunitie s fo r environmenta l care 

0 1 44 (n=45) 

Age e 

Employeess <40 yrs 

Employeess >40 yrs 

Totallyy not 
applicable e 

2.2 2 

N N 

16 6 

29 9 

Mean n 

2.75 5 

3.93 3 

Nott applicable Neutral Applicable Very much 
applicable e 

17.88 31.1 26.7 22.2 

SDD T df Sig (2-tailed) 

1.0000 -3.910 42 .000 Mann-Whitney 

.9400 Wilcoxon W 

Z Z 

Asymp.Sigg (2tailed) 

90.500 0 

226.500 0 

-3.365 5 

.001 1 

Note:: Figures in second row in %; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex III. 

Byy 2002, Shell established HSE performance targets for each business on an annual ba-
siss by the Service Companies. Further, short-term targets were set for the next year, while 
long-termm targets were set for a fixed reference date. The HSE targets had to be inte-
gratedd into the group targets and the resources process and schedule. HSE performance 
parameterss have been defined in a 'Group HSE Performance Monitoring and Reporting 
Guide'.. Targets were set at the Group level, based upon the aggregation of individual 
businessess targets; only for climate change did the Group set the target. One interviewee 
mentionedd that benefits of extra value of data management are not fully realised, e.g. the 
linkk between ISO14001 and targets could be strengthened. Since 1997, the performance 
withh respect to targets has also been included into Shell remuneration system, which de-
finedd how performance is appraised and bonuses of senior executives are impacted. Dif-
ferentt score cards exist for different management levels and functions; with the percent-
agee decided annually. In 2003, 10% of the bonus for E&P is HSE, a high percentage ac-
cordingg to interviewees. Global warming potential, flaring and spills were the measurable 
targets,, which represented the 5% for environment, the other 5% being safety issues. 
Reachingg the target meant that the individual's bonus was multiplied by a certain factor; 
nott reaching the target meant that this part of the bonus was zero. 

Accordingg to interviewees, the integration of HSE targets into remuneration was 
logicall but complicated as well. Interviewees stated that the target setting was an issue of 
managementt control, which did not always contribute to environmental gain. Thus, the 
discrepancyy of short-term targets for managers and long-term environmental performance 
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improvementss led to a conflict of interest; according to the interviewee, this should be 
discussedd with shareholders. Another interviewee added that having this percentage for 
HSEE meant that Shell now had the responsibility to live up to it. The remark indicated that 
thiss had not been the case in earlier times. In the survey results (see Table 8-24), almost 
alll respondents (97%) considered environmental issues to be integrated into overall op-
erationss (08). A much lower percentage of respondents (57%) stated that their depart-
mentt is well equipped to implement solutions to environmental issues (09) in which older 
employeess tended to agree more than younger ones (see Table 8-25). 

Tabl ee 8-24 Shel l employee s on leve l of integratio n 

Questionn Totally not Not applicable Neutral 
applicable e 

0 88 (n=46) 0 00 4.3 

Note:: Figures in ; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions 

Tablee 8-25 Shel l employee s on qualit y of equipmen t 

Question n 

0 99 (n=46) 

Age e 

Employeess <40 yrs 

Employeess >40 yrs 

Totallyy not Not applicable 
applicable e 

6.55 13.0 

NN Mean SD T 

166 3.00 .894 -2.161 

299 3.72 1.162 

Neutral l 

23.9 9 

Dff Sig (2-
tailed) ) 

433 .036 

Applicable e 

43.5 5 

inn Annex III. 

Applicable e 

41.3 3 

Mann-Whitney y 

Wilcoxonn W 

Z Z 

Veryy much 
applicable e 

52.2 2 

Veryy much 
applicable e 

15.2 2 

132.000 0 

268.000 0 

-2.489 9 

Asymp.Sigg (2tailed) .013 

Note:: Figures in second row in %; 
Letter/numberr combinations refer to survey questions in Annex III. 

MonitoringMonitoring and verification 
Too monitor its performance, Shell has an HSE assurance process, which consists of sev-
erall parts: ongoing internal audits at the business unit levels; five-yearly external inde-
pendentt audits at the business level, and the HSE annual letter process (see Table 8-26). 
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Tablee 8-26 Shell' s audi t syste m 

Auditt program 

Start t 

Applied d 

Visits s 

Team m 

Followw up 

External l 

HSEE assurance process: 
-- Internal audits 
-- External audits 
-- Annual letters of assurance 

1995:: Internal and external audit guidelines: 
2001:: Assurance letters and group guidelines 

Operatingg companies 

Noo information 

Auditt leader, independent person, a mix of local people and a senior business leader and 
internationall person 

Correctivee action and follow-up system 

Yes s 

Source:: Company documentation 

Thee internal audits were based on Group HSE Auditing guidelines defined by the HSE 
Advisers'' panel plus business units' own HSE MS audit programmes. Their adequacy was 
addressedd by the business service companies on an ongoing basis; in addition, inde-
pendentt audits of the business level HSE-MS were carried out. The 'HSE Annual Letter' 
(onee of seven assurance topics) considered HSE policy, procedure for the HSE manage-
mentt system and minimum standards implementation, and was sent to the service compa-
niess by the senior business executives of the various business units and joint ventures 
aroundd the globe. After review, a combined single 'business' assurance letter went up to 
thee CMD and Group HSE adviser. The status of HSE management in the group was sub-
sequentlyy considered annually, on the basis of annual letters, the audit process and per-
formancee data. According to Shell's E&P business division, structured HSE Audits have 
beenn performed since the early 1980s; from 1996 onwards, internal HSE audits became 
mandatoryy for E&P locations while self-assessments of the HSE management system us-
ingg a structured format and template form the basis for the annual HSE letter. 

Inn 2000, E&P reported that weaker elements in the audit findings were people-
related;; several elements for improvement were explicitly listed96 which showed the com-
pany'ss open posture. The survey results (see Table 8-27) showed that more than half the 
respondentss (56%) explicitly confirmed that the company is internally audited on a regular 
basiss (S7) In addition, almost a third responded that internal audits are performed to a 
smalll or some extent, while more than 10% rejected the statement. Older employees 
agreedd significantly more. 

966 Examples of those elements are: competence assurance for HSE critical tasks; too complex documentation 
too ensure clarity of roles/responsibilities; weak contractor management; As Low As Reasonably Practicable is 
nott fully understood; process of acquiring a permit-to-work procedures is weak; the quality of internal audits 
needss to be strengthened (Shell, 2000c). 
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Tablee 8-27 Shel l employee s on interna l audit s 

Question n 

S77 (n=45) 

Age e 

Employeess <40 yrs 

Employeess >40 yrs 

No o 

13.3 3 

N N 

15 5 

29 9 

Mean n 

3.27 7 

4.24 4 

Small l 

4.4 4 

SDD T 

1.4388 -2.245 

1.327 7 

Somee Large Yes 

22.22 4.4 55.6 

dff Sig (2-tailed) 

422 .030 Mann-Whttney 

Wilcoxonn W 

Z Z 

Asymp.Sig g 
(2tailed) ) 

134.000 0 

254.000 0 

-2.306 6 

.021 1 

Note:: Figures in second row in %; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex III. 

Thee agreement on the account of external audits (S8) was rather similar; besides a major-
ityy that agreed, 1 7% of the respondents rejected their occurrence. A strong majority of 
6 1 %% rejected the statement that the results of audits are fairly easily manipulated (01 6) 
(Tablee 8-28). However, 13% stated that the statement is applicable, while 26% remained 
neutral.. Both may be seen as quite considerable, taking account of the potential tendency 
forr socially desirable answers. According to Shell, it is a worrying outcome as well. An in-
tervieweee stated that the only aspect that could be 'manipulated' is the follow-up itself, 
whichh could be made insufficient, but which would be a risky approach because it can be 
discovered.. The responses to regular benchmarks (S13) were much more diverse: 23% 
statedd they did not benchmark, while 27% stated they did so and the rest referred to 
'somee or a small extent' as an answer. 

Tablee 8-28 Shel l employee s on externa l audits ; benchmarking ; and manipulatio n 

Question n 

S88 (n=46) 

S11 3 (n=44) 

0 1 66 (n=46) 

No o 

17.4 4 

22.7 7 

Totallyy not 
applicable e 

23.9 9 

Small l 

6.5 5 

15.9 9 

Nott applica 

37.0 0 

ble e 

Some e 

17.4 4 

34.1 1 

Neutral l 

26.1 1 

Large e 

8.7 7 

11.4 4 

Applicable e 

13.0 0 

Yes s 

50.0 0 

15.9 9 

Veryy much 
applicable e 

0 0 

Note:: Figures in %; Letter/number combinations refer to survey questions in Annex III. 

Inn 1997, Shell claimed to be the first company to have made group-wide verification of the 
dataa that it presented in its report: "As far as we know, no other worldwide organisation 
hass attempted such a large and thorough job before" (Shell, 1997a:3). In Shell's opinion, 
thee verification would boost attention and management systems. Shell estimated that the 
initiall cost of verification was over US$2 million, while data were aggregated from 130 
countries.. In 1996, the E&P unit of the company already sought verification for its envi-
ronmentall report: "It is important that people have confidence in what we say, so although 
theree is not yet an established standard, we have sought external verification of the data 
andd the statements we make" (Shell, 1996:2). Both the group and the E&P unit continued 
too verify the statements in their reports over the years. In 2002, the group added specific 
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symbolss to clarify the nature of the data further. According to an interviewee, the verifica-
tionn of the reports has been of great importance internally. 

8.55 Conclusion s 

Afterr several catalytic events in the mid-1990s, Shell engaged in extensive efforts to con-
vincee its external stakeholders of its environmental engagement. By 2002, the extensive 
externall reports and advertising campaigns were backed up by a complex system of stan-
dards,, guidelines and policies, as well as a mandatory, decentralised management system. 
Relativee openness about its performance and monitoring procedures characterise Shell, 
butt building on that position, many challenges encircle the company. Examples of Shell's 
challengess in consolidating the embedding of strategic goals are: the complexity resulting 
fromm size; geographical spread; and expectations, e.g. for renewables; timely identification 
off issues (to be able to integrate them into project design); the conflict between environ-
mentall and economic goals (investments versus return on them); implementation and ex-
pansionn of standards; the situation in Nigeria; and the aspect of leadership. 

Thee respondents in the survey showed that they experience their company as be-
ingg more vulnerable than others and as having a too critical public. As an interviewee 
stated:: "We are taken advantage of because of our willingness to be a leader". On the 
otherr hand, they also find Shell's strategy ambitious in relation to its capabilities and claim 
itss integration into overall operations. For monitoring, the opinions were very diverse, al-
thoughh manipulation of audit results was strongly rejected. The examination shows that the 
kindd of commitment amongst employees differs significantly relating to age and duration of 
employment:: older employees show significantly more continuance commitment. Factors 
off age and duration of employment also affected other aspects of environmental structure: 
forr example, older employees indicated that they benchmarked significantly more than 
youngerr ones and agreed with the occurrence of regular internal audits more than younger 
employees. . 

Thee case of Shell was included because of the company's experience with a cata-
lystt event. For Shell, the experiences with the Brent Spar have been the trigger to change 
itss environmental strategy. However, mostly attached to it was Shell's high degree of in-
ternationalisationn and therefore public visibility. The officially independent status of Shell's 
companiess has been a complicating factor in the implementation of the strategy. In com-
parisonn to other companies, the company is relatively centralised. Nevertheless, Shell de-
cidedd for more centralisation in order to have a better guarantee of implementation of 
standardss and guidelines. Over the years, more and more aspects have become manda-
tory.. Shell's double institutional background did not emerge as an immediate factor of im-
portancee in this case; however, an emotional distance between 'London' and The Hague' 
wass observed, and the factual distance as such may have hindered the building of a cul-
turee of commitment over the years. 

Withh regard to environmental alignment, Shell makes a strong case; its environ-
mentall strategy and environmental structure aim for high standards and seem to be well 
connectedd and embedded. From a somewhat unclear position between the first and sec-
ondd quadrant, Shell moved to a high position in the fourth quadrant; both policy commit-
mentt and implementation are considered high (see Figure 8-1). Although Shell claims that 
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itss compatibility perspective has brought the company competitive advantage, the thun-
derboltt sign in the figure indicates Shell's fragility in operating in sensitive areas. Over the 
years,, Shell increased its degree of centralisation to enlarge the grip of corporate man-
agementt on the lower levels of decision making. However, its cooperation in joint ventures 
withh other companies resulted in a wide array of opinions about the effect on environ-
mentall management. Shell's stable, high degree of internationalisation keeps the company 
highlyy profiled especially due to recurrent reputation incidents. Those are the ones that 
makee Shell vulnerable; in addition, they put Shell's claim of a compatibility perspective in-
creasinglyy under pressure. The ongoing problematic situation in Nigeria continues to em-
phasisee the fragility of the connection, a situation worsened by the debacle round its re-
servess and the follow-up of that issue. This fragility and the aforementioned challenges 
meann that, with regard to the order of fit, Shell is positioned in the second order of rein-
forcingg activities. With regard to the direction of the alignment, Shell seems to take the 
perspectivee of competitive potential, in which environmental strategy is the driver and 
businesss leadership the criterion for performance. 

Figuree 8-1 Shell's position in the corporate greening model 

Approachh to implementing corporate greening 

passive/reactiv ee active/proactiv e 

1 1 

(( Shell '90 

O O 

2 2 

i i 
\\

(( Shell 2002) 

Source:: Adjusted from Winn and Angell, 2000. For Notes, see Chapter 4, section 4.4.2. 
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